
Meet Your Farmer

M a s s e y  R a n c h

When Shawn and Meghan Massey

purchased 221 acres of land right

outside of Watertown in 2008, they saw

a dilapidated farm house and plenty of

overgrown fields. A year later, they

built a new house, tapped 20 maple

trees, and produced a couple gallons

of maple syrup. Flash forward to today,

and Massey Ranch has expanded to

more than just maple, growing 15 acres

of pumpkins, and even raising chickens, 

VISIT THE RANCH:
20605  COMBS RD.  WATERTOWN

Producing wood-fired
maple syrup loved by
those near  and far

ducks, and donkeys. The vision for

Massey Ranch is rooted in Shawn's

childhood. He has fond memories

growing up of his father and

maple season. Little did he know

that this hobby and favorite

stress-relief activity would turn

into a full fledged second

business. The Massey Ranch brand

of maple syrup has become an

area staple and is loved by

customers around the country.

Shawn manages the tapping and

processing, while Meghan

oversees the business details.

Maple Syrup •  Honey •  Eggs •  Pumpkins



collected with the traditional bucket method

or with a more modern approach; tubing. In

the modern approach, trees are tapped with

a system of tubing leading to a central

pumphouse where all of the sap is collected.

The Masseys go an extra step and use a

vacuum powered pump to draw even more

sap from the trees. Once collected at the

pumphouse, this liquid, consisting of mostly

water and only 2% sugar, is transported

back to the sugar shanty. The sap then

filters through a reverse-osmosis process to

remove additional water and the sugar

never imagined they would be tapping 1,500 trees a year or that their maple

production would expand to the size it is today. The Masseys love to maintain

traditional methods of maple syrup production with a flair of modern

techniques. Shawn comments that most people assume the liquid coming

from the tree is bottle-ready, but the process of making this breakfast table

staple is much more involved. Sap can be

Massey Ranch was not built

overnight. Shawn started off

with tapping less than a

hundred trees in 2009 and

boiling the sap in a turkey fryer

for a few hours to turn it into

maple syrup. He enjoyed

watching something that comes

from a tree turn into a product

you can enjoy. Looking back, he 

 becomes more concentrated. A bonus: this

purified water runoff can be used for

cleaning and washing. The concentrated

maple sap is then boiled down in a wood-

fired evaporator to finally become maple

syrup. The process of making this sweet

syrup is a labor of love as it takes takes 40

gallons of sap to become just 1 gallon of

maple syrup! 



The Masseys understand that 100% pure maple

syrup is going to cost customers a a bit more

than pancake syrup. This is due to their product

having no added sugars or flavorings and all

the hard work that goes into the production.

The whole family is involved on the ranch, with

Meghan and Shawn's two kids helping out with

the store and processing. Shawn's father assists

with tapping and pumping as well. The couple

imagines eventually relocating to sunny Florida

in the future, with their grown kids staying

behind to manage the ranch. 

"We do this

because we

love our

customers."

Like any business, there are challenges. Mother nature plays a significant

role in whether or not it will be a good harvest year. Tapping and

harvesting occur during the end of January through March. In order for sap

to flow, there needs to be a series of cold nights followed by above-

freezing days. The changing climate and extreme weather have played a

role each year. The family keeps track of the grade and quality of their

syrup batches each year by taking a sample during each boil.

Although there are challenges, the Masseys love the excitement of maple

season as each year is a bit different and they have the opportunity to be

creative with their products. Meghan comments that a big reason for

continuing the business is because "we love our customers" and the

following they have for their products. Shawn mentions how families who

were stationed at Fort Drum and relocated continue to order their syrup

from all over the US. 
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Visit the Massey Ranch in Watertown during the month of March to

purchase a variety of maple products. The ranch participates in Maple

Weekend offering tours, hayrides, and more. Stop by their farm stand in the

summer and fall to purchase maple products, honey, and pumpkins. Order

online year-round at masseysranch.com. Find Massey Ranch products at

the following retailers: Crosstown Julie Brown ReMarket, Chaumont Country  

Store, and Massey's Furniture Barn. 

The Masseys turn their maple syrup into additional products such as aged

bourbon barrel syrup, maple cream, maple sugar, and maple candies. An

exciting new venture for the 2022 season is the purchase of a Canadian

taffy table. This device has a frozen top, where maple syrup is poured.

Upon contact with the ice, the syrup turns to a taffy candy consistency for

customers to enjoy on the spot. 

Contact Massey Ranch at: 315-783-5939
Facebook: Massey Ranch
Instagram: @massey_ranch 

https://masseysranch.com/

